2013 International Studies Photo Contest Winners
Category 1:
Essence of Study Abroad
“Life Begins at the End of Your Comfort Zone”

Essence of Study Abroad – Katie Puszka – Toledo Program
“Moving to the Beat of a Different Drummer”

Essence of Study Abroad – Megan Olson – Salvador da Bahia, Brazil Program
“The Power of Music” in Hanoi, Vietnam

Essence of Study Abroad – Thomas Catalano – Hong Kong HKU Program
Category 2:
Most Creative / Artistic
Most Creative / Artistic – Nikita Taniparti – Athens Program

“The Lights of Life”
The Grand Bazaar, Istanbul, Turkey
“Fall at the (Schönbrunn) Palace” in Vienna, Austria

Most Creative / Artistic – Rachel Kalinoski – London Program
“‘M’ is for Modern Art” at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam

Most Creative / Artistic – Mia Swift – Rome Program
Category 3: International Friendships
“Arabic Teachers”

International Friendships – Jenna Nizamoff – Amman Program
“Jungle Friends”

International Friendships
Katelynn Campbell –
Santiago Program
“Tet Celebration” in Sapa, Vietnam

International Friendships – Thomas Catalano – Hong Kong HKU Program
Category 4:
A Sense of History
“A Snap From the Past at Wuhan University in Wuhan, China”

A Sense of History – Cong Xu – Hong Kong CUHK Program
"Anachronism" in Salvador da Bahia

A Sense of History – Sarah McGough – Salvador da Bahia, Brazil Program
“Inside the Colosseum”

A Sense of History - Valerie Verdun – Rome Program
Category 5: Most Picturesque
“Drifting Along the Li River in Yangshuo, China”

Most Picturesque – Stephen Zerfas – Hong Kong CUHK Program
“Patagonian Mountain Reflection”

Most Picturesque – Amelia Vojt – Santiago Program
“Awestruck” at Chapada Diamantina, Bahia

Most Picturesque – Sarah McGough – Salvador da Bahia, Brazil Program